TU Wien, established in 1815, is one of the most successful technical universities in Europe, as well as Austria’s largest scientific-technical research and educational institution. The university has received extensive international and domestic recognition both in teaching and research, and is a highly esteemed partner of innovation-oriented enterprises.

“All calendar and email accounts in eM Client are in one view and highly intuitive. It’s also one of the few programs that supports all other protocols in addition to MS Exchange and shows it in a unified system”, Christian Beck from TU Wien IT department explained.
In 2020, the university’s IT department introduced eM Client to TU Wien employees and students as an alternative to MS Outlook. eM Client works with TU Wien’s MS Exchange server and is currently used with 75 active licenses. The admin actively utilized eM Client’s easy-to-use email encryption features to increase communication security.

Users especially like the “Send Later” feature, fast search, quickly accessible email history, seamless integration with Google services, and the Deduplicator feature.

eM Client is used to full extent, for management of emails, contacts, notes, calendars, or appointments and task management.

TU Wien users are overall satisfied with the general functionality. The common appeal of eM Client is its simple interface and clear design. “eM Client surely helps to increase productivity”, Christian Beck concludes.

Download at www.emclient.com